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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Organizations undertake complex and costly projects to model high-quality Access Control Policies (ACPs). Once built, these policies must be maintained and managed in an ongoing process to keep their quality high. Insufficient maintenance leads to inaccurate authorization decisions and increases the policies’ administrative effort and susceptibility to errors. While the initial modelling of ACPs has received significant research interest, their optimization is not yet covered as broadly. This work provides a theoretical foundation for ACP quality and its optimization. Furthermore, it analyzes how existing research addresses optimization of ACPs with regard to six crucial optimization dimensions. It presents a structured literature survey tracing these optimization dimensions, the contributed research artifact and data requirements. Building on this literature catalogue, this work elaborates on inaccuracies for user permission assignments, data availability, minimal perturbation and recommendation-based optimization.

1. Introduction

The organizational structures and IT infrastructures of modern companies are subject to constant change. Routine operations like departmental changes of employees, changing responsibilities or the integration of new application systems into the IT landscape require an adaptation of IT security configurations. This includes updating Access Control Policies (ACPs), machine-processable rules that define authorizations and can be evaluated in a fully automated manner to determine which accesses an employee is allowed to make (Samarati and de Vimercati, 2001). Due to changing environmental conditions, ACPs that were once of high quality lose accuracy over time (Xia et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2011). Moreover, ACPs proliferate over time, as policy administrators may over-grant access to conform with immediate business needs (Xu et al., 2017; Xiang et al., 2019) or update policies in an erroneous or non-optimal way. Besides hard errors, ACP proliferation leads to lower comprehensibility and maintainability, which increases the ACPs’ administrative cost and their proneness for further errors (Bauer et al., 2009; Beckerle and Martucci, 2013).

Incorrect or overly permissive access decisions leave companies vulnerable to insider threats. A malicious or careless insider can harm an organization severely, with consequences spanning from unintentional incidents to sabotage, fraud or espionage (Tsiostas et al., 2020). In contrast, overly restrictive access decisions prevent employees from doing their work, leading to costly interruptions in operations and task backlogs. Recent studies estimate that the average annual cost of insider threats for companies reach $11.45 million in 2020 (Gilbert, 2021; Tsiostas et al., 2020). The implementation of effective Identity and Access Management (IAM) measures, which follow the principle of least privilege (Horne, 2011), is hence mandated by major regulatory frameworks and IT security standards\textsuperscript{1}.

Maintenance measures, which optimize the quality of ACPs in a continuous manner, are a fundamental requirement for providing an accurate level of security with reasonable administrative effort over a longer period of time, and for maintaining the investment made in the initial modelling of high quality ACPs (Molloy et al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2020; Kunz et al., 2015a). As the initial modeling of ACP sets with high quality requires high time and financial effort (Jaferian et al., 2014), maintenance processes aim to improve the quality of an ACP set by applying updates that leave the existing state intact. ACP maintenance is commonly approached in two types of processes: First, access reviews are a process where responsible humans (such as a department head) review ACPs for entities in their responsibility (for example roles assigned to their employees) and try to find and rectify inaccuracies. The effectiveness of access reviews is limited, since reviewers have to check large amounts of data in a largely manual process and have limited information to make a qualified decision (Groll et al., 2021; Pan et al., 2018; Jaferian et al., 2014). Second, ACP refinement processes aim to improve the quality of an ACP set by updating it in a (semi-)automated manner without deconstructing it (Xia et al., 2014). Both approaches will be considered in the course of this work.

This work contributes to an optimization of ACPs by addressing the following research question: Which methods for the optimization of roles and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) policies are present, and what are their

\textsuperscript{1} Such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (One Hundred Seventh Congress of the United States of America, 2002), the Basel Accords (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision), the European General Data Privacy Regulation (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2016), the ISO 27000 standards (International Organization for Standardization, 2013), or the BSI Grundschutz (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, 2019).
advantages and limitations?. The contribution of this work is threefold: (i) We provide a definition of ACP quality as an instance of the data quality concept and supplement it with a collection of 16 ACP properties that are repeatedly used in literature to determine ACP quality. Building on this, we define ACP optimization as an improvement of the quality of existing ACPs. (ii) We conduct a structured literature survey based on the methodology proposed by Levy and Ellis (2006). Our scope is set for scientific publications describing means for optimization of ACPs that satisfy at least one of the six optimization objectives of Beckerle and Martucci (2013). After obtaining a literature catalogue for publications on optimization of ACPs, we categorize and analyze the literature catalogue. (iii) Finally, we build on findings from the literature survey and discuss important aspects of ACP optimization in more detail. At first, we discuss prototypical approaches to identify User Permission Assignment (UPA) inaccuracies, their advantages and disadvantages and their data requirements. Subsequently, we discuss the availability of three classes of data on which ACP optimization methods commonly rely in order to analyze the consequence of these data requirements. We then discuss the concepts of minimal perturbation and recommendation-based optimization and their addressing in existing literature. In addition, current shortcomings and research gaps are identified and avenues for future work can be highlighted. The discussion is presented in section 5. Figure 1 gives an overview of the general approach.

This work is focused on the Access Control Models (ACMs) Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) (Sandhu, 1998) and ABAC (Hu et al., 2014) since these are the most common ACMs. The standard RBAC model defines ACPs in the form of roles, which are bundles of permissions that can be assigned to subjects (e.g. employees) in a well-organized way. RBAC also offers the definition of constraints, which are statements that express negative authorizations, i.e. authorizations that must not be granted by the role set. ABAC ACPs in contrast are modeled as (dynamic) policies which make authorization decisions based on attributes of subjects (e.g. employees), objects (permissions) or the execution environment (e.g. the execution time). The term ACP hence refers to (constrained) RBAC roles as well as to ABAC policies (Samarati and de Vimercati, 2001). The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) defined the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) standard, which provides a notation for expressing ABAC policies in an XML-based format as well as a reference architecture for a policy evaluation mechanism (Godik and Moses, 2003). XACML is the most important technical standard for ABAC and is explicitly addressed in many ABAC-related publications. Note that ABAC was often proclaimed as the successor of RBAC since ABAC has the descriptive strength to express RBAC along with other attribute-based policies. E.g. Cheminod et al. (2018) showcase this behavior for an industrial use case. However, ABAC has still not reached the maturity of RBAC and has difficulties with practical adoption (Servos and Osborn, 2017; Puchta et al., 2019). Most issues of ABAC are rooted in the raised flexibility of attributes and ABAC policies which backfire as increased complexity and thus are less comprehensive for administrators and policy engineers (Servos and Osborn, 2017). Additionally, spill-over effects from RBAC to ABAC and vice versa can be observed in literature (Gardiyyawasam Pussewalage and Oleshchuk, 2017; Qi et al., 2018; Nazerian et al., 2019). Further well-known ACMs, like Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) (Samarati and de Vimercati, 2001), or very recent approaches like Attribute-aware Relationship-Based Access Control (AReBAC) (Cheng et al., 2014; Chakraborty and Sandhu, 2021b,a) are not in the scope of this work.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents work that is related to the quality of ACPs and their optimization. Section 3.2 describes ACP quality and ACP optimization and presents common quality criteria.

In 2013 Gartner stated that “by 2020 70% of enterprises will use attribute based access control [...] as dominant mechanism to protect critical assets [...]” https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/2687617

Figure 1: General approach of the study
Section 4 presents a literature survey on optimization of ACPs. Building on the findings of the survey, further aspects of ACP optimization are discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 sums up the results and concludes this work.

2. Related Work

While existing studies present a comprehensive picture of RBAC and ABAC research and open challenges (Fuchs et al., 2011; Servos and Osborn, 2017), to the best of our knowledge no literature study has examined the more specific field of ACP optimization yet. Since publications that contribute to this field directly are presented and analyzed in the literature survey in chapter 4, this chapter serves to present research areas that are closely related to ACP quality optimization.

The assessment of ACP quality is a fundamental building block for their optimization. Since ACP quality comprises many dimensions, the scientific literature is heterogeneous and proposes many ways to assess ACP quality. This includes the definition of quality metrics (Jabal et al., 2019; Beckerle and Martucci, 2013) and distinct research realms that aim at individual quality-related objectives. Examples are ACP anomaly analysis, which aims at the identification of conflicts and redundancies, or XACML evaluation runtime analysis, which aims to find causes for a slow evaluation runtime. Moreover, ACP quality research is concerned with the question of how the quality of ACPs develops in real environments and which structural reasons are responsible for this. Researchers have documented that the quality of ACPs gradually deteriorates without targeted countermeasures, and have identified structural causes such as structurally determined over-granting (Xiang et al., 2019) or the role explosion problem (Elliott and Knight, 2010).

The initial creation of ACPs with high quality is addressed by ACP modelling approaches. Existing approaches differ greatly in terms of modelling objectives and their definitions of optimal ACPs (Kunz et al., 2015b; Mitra et al., 2016). Existing proposals typically focus on policy mining, i.e. the automatic generation of new ACPs based on existing authorization structures, or policy engineering, i.e. the (mostly manual) definition of new ACPs based on an ideal authorization structure. Hybrid approaches aim to utilize the advantages of mining and engineering (Cotrini et al., 2018; Fuchs and Pernul, 2008). While the initial creation of high-quality ACPs does not constitute an optimization, some RBAC or ABAC mining algorithms provide a maintenance mode that works on existing ACPs and were included in the literature survey. The repeated re-generation of an entire policy set is an alternative approach to keep ACPs up-to-date (Calo et al., 2019; Verma et al., 2019). It is based on the assumptions that policies remain unchanged during their whole life cycle and can be generated on a sufficiently high quality level without any human interaction. Instead of maintaining existing ACPs, this approach aims to ensure a sufficient quality be re-generating all policies from scratch on a regular basis.

3. Theoretical Foundations of ACP Optimization

Before presenting the methodology and findings of the survey, this chapter introduces the theoretical foundations for ACP quality and its optimization. Section 3.1 demonstrates that ACP quality is an instance of the data quality concept as defined by Wand and Wang (1996) and provides a definition of ACP quality based on it. To complement this definition, section 3.2 presents a collection of 16 well-established ACP quality criteria. Building on these preliminaries, section 3.3 concludes the theoretical foundation with a definition of ACP optimization.

3.1. Quality of Access Control Policies

Present research on ACP quality shows similarities to data quality research: There is consensus in both fields that quality is a multidimensional concept and cannot simply be assessed as universally good or bad. As in the field of data quality research, IAM research also applies different criteria to assess the quality of ACPs. While some of them only make sense in the context of ACPs (like the grade of automation or evaluation runtime), others are equivalent to data quality dimensions that are well-established outside the research realm of IAM (e.g. accuracy, understandability, completeness or redundancy). To the best of our knowledge, present research did not formally show that ACP quality constitutes an instance of the data quality concept. In this section, we show that the widely acknowledged data quality model by Wand and Wang (1996) is applicable to ACPs and provide a definition of ACP quality based on it.

The basis for an organization’s access control decisions is its security policy (Sandhu and Samarati, 1994; Samarati and de Vismercati, 2001). A security policy is a collection of (often informal) requirements that define the authorizations of an organization. One of the most commonly quoted security policy requirements is the principle of least privilege, which states that a subject should not inherit more permissions than it needs to perform its tasks (Horne, 2011). A security policy may also comprise requirements that are not directly related to the organization’s security, for example to fulfill organizational or regulatory needs. One example are Segregation of Duty (SoD) requirements, which define mutually exclusive authorizations and are commonly employed to avoid conflicts of interest. Access Control Policies (ACPs) are machine-processable rules that can be evaluated in a fully automated manner to determine which accesses a subject is allowed to make (Samarati and de Vismercati, 2001). Following these established definitions, ACPs are a data representation of the authorizations that are specified by an organization’s security policy.

The data quality model by Wand and Wang (1996) defines an information system as an entity which exists parallel to a real-world system. The data stored in the information system is a representation of a perception of the real-world system. Through interpretation of this data, a user perceives a view of the real-world system as inferred from the information system. The process of creating data
that represents real-world entities is called the representation transformation. The process of creating an interpretation of the representational data which resembles the original real-world entities is called interpretation transformation. If both, representation transformation and interpretation transformation, work correctly, the view of the real-world system as inferred from the information system is identical to the view of the real-world system gained from direct observation. Any disparity in between these views represents a data deficiency. The authors define four assumptions which need to be met for the model to be applicable:

(i) **The Representation Assumption**: An information system is a representation of a real-world system as perceived by users. The authorizations defined by an organization’s security policy exist outside the information system and are hence (abstract) real-world entities. The ACPs that express them are consequently a data representation of real-world-entities, and the information system that stores them is a representation of a real-world system.

(ii) **The Interpretation Assumption**: An information system is built for use by the user whose view of the real-world system is captured in the design of the system. Wand and Wang explain that this assumption serves to ensure that the interpretation transformation (i.e., the process of transforming data back into perceivable real-world entities) will be able to map the data representation back to the original real-world entities. In the instance of ACPs, the design of the information system equals the view of the information system, because the representation transformation and the interpretation transformation are based on the same access control model: Any set of authorizations can be represented as a user-permission matrix. Both access control models in scope, RBAC and ABAC, allow to define an ACP set for every possible user-permission matrix, that will be mapped back the the exact same user-permission matrix.

(iii) **The Inference Assumption**: The information system can create a perceivable representation from which the user can infer a view of the real-world system as represented in the information system. Since every ACP set can be represented (and also visualized) as a user-permission matrix, an information system can always infer a view of the original authorizations that are represented by the ACP set.

(iv) **The Internal View Assumption**: Issues related to the external view such as why the data are needed and how they are used are not part of the model. This assumption is self-fulfilling as it is merely states that the model does not deal with external issues.

By showing that ACPs fulfill these four assumptions, we show that the data quality model by Wand and Wang (1996) is applicable to ACPs and that the concept of ACP quality constitutes an instance of the data quality concept. Present research widely agrees that the quality of data is best described as its “fitness for use” (Tayi and Ballou, 1998). In accordance with this definition, we define the quality of ACPs as their fitness for use with regard to one or more quality dimensions that reflect the application context of access control.

### 3.2. Established Quality Criteria

Present research applies many different criteria to evaluate the quality of ACPs, many of which include a concept of optimal quality. Beckerle and Martucci (2013) developed six criteria to determine well-usable ACPs sets and developed metrics to quantify these. Both Kunz et al. (2015b) and Mitra et al. (2016) present surveys on role mining approaches and point out objectives that role mining algorithms apply to achieve high-quality roles. Jabal et al. (2019) define a list of policy analysis criteria with implications to the policy quality. Besides that, a large number of both RBAC and ABAC related publications define quality criteria "on the fly" and often also define metrics for these quality criteria to approach a particular objective at hand.

In order to complement the definition of ACP quality, the remainder of this section presents a collection of properties of ACPs that are commonly applied in existing literature to evaluate the quality of ACPs. The collection comprises 16 properties, 14 of which have an optimum in terms of ACP quality. The remaining two criteria (usage and relevance) are often used in the context of quality assessment, but are not an expression of ACP quality themselves. Furthermore, seven of the presented criteria affect the evaluation of ACPs by the access control mechanism directly, while the remaining nine only implicitly affect their correct evaluation through factors such as error-proneness during policy administration or maintenance efficiency. Please note that this is not a complete list, as creating a full list of established quality criteria would require a structured, reproducible literature survey on its own. Individual quality criteria may be positively or negatively correlated, or not influence each other at all: For example, adding new rules to an ABAC policy will likely increase its UPA coverage and bring it closer to being complete. At the same time, the complexity of the policy is increased, which suggests a negative correlation between the objectives of minimal complexity and maximal completeness. Kunz et al. (2015b) present a dependency analysis of quality criteria applied during role mining. Despite that, to the best of our knowledge, the interaction of ACP quality criteria has not been analyzed by scientific research yet. Table 1 provides an overview of all 16 properties, their optima and whether or not the criteria affect the ACP evaluation directly.

**Accuracy** is the most important quality dimension for ACPs as it expresses the effective correctness of their access control decisions. It is hence directly related to the correct evaluation of the policies. The accuracy of an ACP set defines, how accurately it represents the authorizations defined by the security policy (Beckerle and Martucci, 2013). There are two types of errors that decrease the accuracy of an ACP set: If an ACP set grants excessive UPAs, subjects inherit more permissions than they require. In contrast, missing UPAs mean that subjects require particular permissions, but are not

---

3Beckerle and Martucci (2013) refer to the Security Policy as "Access Control Policy". To avoid confusion, this work uses the more common term "Security Policy". The term "Access Control Policy" refers to the data representation of the authorizations defined by the security policy, which is subject to optimization.
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Common quality-related ACP properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Affects Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive UPAs</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing UPAs</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem. meaningfulness</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade of automation</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation runtime</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity to opt. state</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>ambiguous</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>ambiguous</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excessive UPAs are a violation of the principle of least privilege and can cause a security vulnerability. An example of how harm can be done by excessive authorizations is when a hospital employee publishes sensitive patient data, either accidentally or in malicious intent. Excessive authorizations can also be abused by external attackers, for example, if an authorized employee is blackmailed or his or her user account is hijacked. The minimization of excessive UPAs is the primary objective when modelling and administering ACPs and is required to enable an acceptable level of security. Finding excessive UPAs however poses a greater challenge, and over-allocated privileges often go unnoticed until they are misused for a malicious act. For this reason, excessive UPAs tend to accumulate over time, making targeted countermeasures necessary (Fuchs et al., 2014). The amount of excessive UPAs that are granted by an ACP set is hence a crucial indicator for its quality.

Missing UPAs keep subjects from doing their work and hence conflict with business continuity. For example, a company’s supply chain could suffer outages because an employee lacks the authorization to post a goods receipt in the enterprise resource planning system. Missing UPAs have a higher visibility than excessive UPAs because their damage occurs relatively quickly: A subject who has been wrongly deprived of an entitlement can immediately thereafter no longer perform a certain task. The impact can be substantial since this can include very basic privileges, such as authorization to enter an organization’s premises or to log into their work station.

Semantic meaningfulness means that ACPs represent a human-understandable real-world concept. It is often argued to be crucial for ACP understandability (Xu, 2014; Molloy et al., 2010). Since semantic concepts can be described with attribute values, the semantic meaningfulness of an ACP can be assessed by measuring its accordance with semantically meaningful attributes (Xu, 2014). For example, a role that can be described as “This role grants all permissions that are required for all software developers” would accord to 100% to the value "software developer" of the semantically meaningful employee attribute "job title" and hence has a very high semantic meaning. Note that this definition does not require the ACP to be defined based on attributes itself. Moreover, an attribute-based ACP does not automatically have a higher semantic meaning than a role, since it can define a long list of permitted or denied UPAs which share little or no semantic meaning.

Complexity expresses the amount of elements that an ACP set consists of. For example, an ABAC policy that comprises 200 statements is likely more complex than one that contains only 5 statements. Similarly, a set of 50 roles with hierarchies among them and numerous permission assignments is likely more complex than a set of 5 roles with few permission assignments and no role hierarchies. Low complexity improves the maintainability of an ACP set and reduces the computational effort required for its evaluation.
reduced. Conflict resolution only aims to enable the access control mechanism to make a deterministic decision despite the presence of conflicts. It does not update the ACP set to remove the conflict and hence does not constitute a quality optimization. Since conflicts make an ACP set’s authorizations ambiguous, they are a possible cause for inaccuracies and reduce the ACP set’s understandability. Moreover, real-time conflict resolution reduces the evaluation performance of the ACP set.

The grade of automation of an ACP set determines, to which extent the authorizations defined by it adapt to new situations dynamically without requiring manual updates. For example, an ABAC policy that defines authorizations based on an employee’s department affiliation requires no updating of a policy definition if an employee moves into another department, since the employee’s department attribute value would change, thus leading to an updated result in the evaluation of subsequent authorization requests. Attribute-based ACPs inherently offer the possibility of dynamic rule definitions, since changes in referenced attribute values also change the authorization decisions resulting from ACPs evaluation. The standard RBAC model (Sandhu, 1998) in contrast is static and cannot update authorizations automatically unless it is extended with an automation mechanism (such as Kern and Walhorn (2005); Al-Kahtani and Sandhu (2004); Aftab et al. (2015)). While ACP automation is directly related to the policy evaluation, it is also a critical factor in ACP maintenance as it reduces administrative effort and prevents excessive and missing UPAs before they occur (Fuchs et al., 2014; Kunz et al., 2015a). However, it cannot make ACP maintenance obsolete, since an automation mechanism operates with a limited scope, and dynamic ACP definitions can out-date or be erroneous like static ones (cmp. section 4.3.6). Additionally, automation also eases other IAM processes like policy refinement, policy verification or conflict resolution (Chemiod et al., 2017, 2019).

The evaluation runtime of an ACP set determines how quickly it can be loaded and evaluated by an access control mechanism to answer an authorization request (Turkmen and Crispo, 2008; Miseldine, 2008). A sufficiently low evaluation runtime is critical if ACPs must be evaluated in real-time, since a pending authorization decision is a performance bottleneck for all relying application systems. As a result, users could spend considerable time waiting for simple button clicks to be executed, or performance-critical operations in an organization’s IT infrastructure such as large data processing tasks could pile up. The real-time evaluation of authorization requests by a central access control mechanism is a requirement specified in the OASIS XACML reference architecture (Hu et al., 2014). The evaluation runtime of an ACP set can be influenced by many factors, like the amount of contained ACPs, or the amount, size, order of the rules that an ACP contains or the algorithm used (Marouf et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2021).
**Similarity** expresses how similar one ACP set is compared to another. For example, a set of 10 department roles is likely more similar to a set of 5 department roles and 5 roles that represent an employee’s job title than it is to a set of 50 roles which represent employees’ job titles. Similarity is often used as a quality criterion by measuring how similar the assessed ACP set is to another ACP set which is considered optimal (Narouei and Takabi, 2019; Hadj et al., 2017). By maximizing its similarity to the optimal ACP set, a new ACP set can be generated that resembles the structure of an existing, well-structured ACP set, but includes the results of the newly applied generation algorithm. Moreover, similarity can be used to estimate the amount of updates that is required to migrate from one ACP set to another (Vaidya et al., 2008). By applying high similarity to the original ACP set as an objective, an ACP optimization method can produce updates with **minimal perturbation**, which is expected to reduce the administrative effort required for implementing the changes.

**Risk** determines the impact of excessively assigned permissions for an ACP or an ACP set. For example, a policy that grants subjects full access to a banking system is more risky than a policy that grants subjects access to a WiFi hotspot. The risk of an ACP reflects the aggregated risk of the permissions that are permitted by it. ACP modelling or optimization methods can use risk minimization as an objective to reduce the impact of excessive permission assignments (Jin et al., 2016; Dos Santos et al., 2014). High risk is also an indicator for high maintenance priority and can serve as context information for policy engineers and reviewers, based on the assumption that a high risk value suggests a more restrictive handling than a low one (Fuchs et al., 2014).

**Completeness** determines the amount of UPAs that are covered by an ACP set. Examples for incomplete UPA sets could be a set of roles which contain only a subset of the permissions managed by an organization, or an ABAC policy that only contains attribute definitions to make authorization decisions for a subset of the requested subjects. If an ACP set does not cover UPAs, an access control mechanism is unable to determine an access control decision for the corresponding user-permission pair during policy evaluation (except for a standard fallback decision). The criterion of completeness is also often used in ACP modelling to determine to which extent a newly modelled ACP set expresses the UPAs defined by an input state (Kunz et al., 2015b). The term coverage is closely related and often used interchangeably, but does not necessarily contain a quality indication. The coverage of an ACP is an indicator for its relevance, based on the assumption that a policy that defines many authorization decisions is more important than a policy that defines few ones.

**Usage** determines how often an ACP was invoked, i.e. how often the authorizations defined by an ACP were requested and executed. For example, an employee in the goods receiving department of a company might use the authorization to debit a delivery every day. An example of an infrequently used UPA could be that a back office employee needs to submit a balance sheet only once a year. If an UPA is never executed, this is an indicator that it is not needed, i.e. it is excessively assigned according to the principle of least privilege. The usage of an ACP can be reconstructed via access logs (as defined in section 4.2.3), by counting the invocations of the UPAs that are covered by the ACP over a defined timespan. ACP usage can be used to determine UPA inaccuracies (cmp. section 5.1.2) and is hence an important tool for ACP quality assessment. Moreover, the usage of an ACP is an indicator of its relevance, assuming that an ACP that is often invoked is more important than one that is scarcely invoked (Pan et al., 2018; Hadj et al., 2018a).

**Relevance** expresses how strongly an ACP influences authorization decisions in productive operations. For example, a basic role that allows every employee to access their work stations is likely more relevant than a specialist role that allows few employees to create a new email distribution list. ACP relevance is commonly analyzed to determine priorities when assessing or optimizing ACP quality. In case of conflicting policies, relevance can be used to prioritize a policy that should overrule another (cmp. section 4.3.5). The relevance of a policy can also be an indicator of timeliness (Bauer et al., 2011), and ACPs with low relevance can be interpreted as a security risk since they are likely to be over-permissive (Jabal et al., 2019). Moreover, policies with higher relevance can be maintained with higher priority in order to improve the effectiveness of ACP maintenance (Hadj et al., 2019). The properties **Risk**, **Completeness** and **Usage** are closely related to the relevance of an ACP and often used as an indicator.

### 3.3. Optimization of Access Control Policies

Building on the definition of ACP quality, we define ACP optimization as an improvement of the quality of existing ACPs with regard to specified quality criteria. This definition has two important implications: First, since ACP quality is multidimensional, ACPs cannot be optimized towards a universal optimum, but only towards a particular optimization objective. For example, consider an update operation that assigns a new permission to a role in order to provide this permission to the employees which inherit the role. This optimization may reduce the amount of missing UPAs and hence constitutes an optimization with regards to accuracy. At the same time, adding a new assignment to the role set increases its complexity and hence reduces its quality with regards to this quality dimension. Second, ACP optimization requires that an existing ACP set is updated rather than a new ACP set being created from scratch. This implication seems obvious, as the quality of a data state can only be improved in comparison with a reference state, i.e. the original data state that existed before the optimization. However, since every update operation generates a new data state, every optimization of an existing ACP set could also be interpreted as the creation of a new ACP set. The optimization of an existing ACP set differs in its goal from modeling a
new one in that it aims to leave the existing set structurally intact. This goal stems from the need to maintain ACPs at a high quality level over time at a reasonable cost: Daily operations, such as an employee’s department change, or the integration of new application systems into an organization’s IT infrastructure, require frequent updates to an ACP set. Both neglecting such updates and sub optimal updates have a negative impact on the quality of the ACP set. Without continued quality measures, it is common for ACP sets to proliferate over time, while changing real-world conditions and proprietary policy updates cause their quality to degrade (Xia et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017; Xiang et al., 2019). Unlike ACP modelling, ACP optimization aims to make partial changes to a (possibly very large) ACP set while leaving the remainder of the ACP set unchanged. As a result, an ACP set that was modelled with high quality can be kept on high quality with significantly lower effort than was required for its initial modelling. Moreover, by leaving an ACP set structurally intact, ACP optimization is able to retain the (often informal) semantic meaning of the existing ACPs that may be known only to human policy engineers. One possible approach to ensure that an ACP set remains structurally intact during optimization is the concept of "minimal perturbation", which is discussed in detail in section 5.3.

4. Literature Survey on Access Control Policy Optimization

4.1. Survey Methodology

The literature survey follows the methodology proposed by Levy and Ellis (2006). It aims to examine the existing body of research on ACP optimization (as defined in section 3.3) and provide a structured analysis of the research field. Since ACP optimization has to follow defined optimization objectives, we worked out six optimization objectives that are relevant and well established in existing literature. These six optimization criteria are presented along with further categorization criteria in section 4.2. We define the scope of literature included in the survey as "Scientific publications that propose means for optimization of roles or attribute-based ACPs with regard to at least one of the six defined optimization objectives"

In accordance with the applied survey methodology, the literature research was started with a bibliographical database search. We used combinations of generic keywords like "maintenance", "improvement", "optimization", "correction" and more specific keywords for the distinct optimization objectives, such as "redundant" or "redundancy". Structured permutations of these keywords were entered in the online databases ACM Digital Library, IEEE Digital Library and Google Scholar. All publications that were not obviously related to another topic were added to an initial list of "unfiltered literature". We also included all publications from the ACM Symposium on Access Control Models and Technologies (SACMAT) conference from the years 2001 to 2021 in this list. Every publication in the "unfiltered literature" list was then screened, which means that we read it superficially to determine whether it is relevant with regards to the survey topic. In this step, we read the title, abstract, introduction and conclusion and used the document search function to determine how the keywords applied during the bibliographical search were used. Doing so, we narrowed down the list of unfiltered literature to a second list of "relevant literature", which needs to address either the quality of ACP in general or one of the optimization objectives. All publications that were regarded relevant for the topic were then read in depth to determine whether they fit the survey scope and could be added the final list of "included literature". This list formed the ACP optimization literature catalogue which was categorized and analyzed. Since a bibliographical search could only serve as an entry point, we conducted author and reference search for all publications in the list of "relevant literature" and added the resulting publications back into the initial list of "unfiltered literature". Repeating the screening process for these publications, we executed a recursive search that allowed for a deep exploration of relevant research realms. A schematic overview of the applied literature research process is given in Figure 2.

Due to its broad scope, the survey comprised a heterogeneous literature base. As a result, the literature was hard to grasp with keywords. The majority of relevant results was yielded via author and reference search. Many publications in the "included literature" list do not explicitly define ACP optimization as maintenance or quality optimization, but rather define distinct objectives with a narrow scope which are semantically equivalent. Moreover, many relevant
research realms used other keywords than we would have expected: For example, the realm of "XACML anomaly analysis" aims at the identification (and sometimes removal) of anomalies in XACML policies, which can be either conflicts or redundancies and hence fit the survey scope. Since we did not know of this research realm beforehand, we hardly could have found it using keywords.

4.2. Research and Categorization Criteria

As seen in chapter 3, ACP optimization is not universal, but can only improve the quality with respect to defined optimization objectives. To define the research scope of the survey, we screened existing literature and selected six optimization objectives that are central for ACPs’ fitness for use. These six optimization objectives serve as criteria for selecting relevant literature for this study (cmp. section 4.1) and are presented in detail in the following section 4.2.1.

Beside a textual analysis, the applied survey methodology suggests to categorize the literature catalogue. For a meaningful categorization, the selected criteria need to be concrete enough for in-depth insights while covering a heterogeneous literature catalogue. This leads us to three categories within this survey: (i) The first category is the targeted ACM of a publication. The majority of analyzed publications (except Hummer et al. (2015, 2016)) can be categorized as either RBAC or ABAC related. (ii) The next category is the optimization objective which serve simultaneously as research criteria. (iii) Another category is the contributed ACP optimization research artifact of the publication. (iv) Finally, the used data of the optimization method is analyzed as the last category. While the distinction between RBAC and ABAC is self-explanatory, the remaining categorization criteria are presented in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3.

4.2.1. Optimization criteria

Existing literature defines several quality criteria on the basis of which ACPs can be optimized (cmp. section 3.2). To clearly define and narrow the scope of the survey, we searched the literature for optimization goals that are critical to the fitness for use of ACPs. Beckerle and Martucci (2013) conduct semi-structured expert interviews and a literature analysis to identify critical requirements for obtaining usable ACP sets. Based on their results, they argue that the main aim of ACP optimization should be to improve the accuracy and maintainability of ACPs. They specify these requirements and work out six optimization objectives that serve these two goals. The authors also develop metrics for the quantification of these criteria and conduct two user studies to evaluate them. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only scientific publication that documents a structured research process for developing ACP optimization objectives and provides a conclusive evaluation. The optimization criteria are: (i) "Allow no more than the owner wants to be allowed.", (ii) "Allow everything the owner wants to be allowed.", (iii) "A rule must not be fully covered by another rule of the same rule set.", (iv) "Two rules belonging to the same rule set must not conflict.", (v) "Minimize the number of rule set elements." and (vi) "Minimize maintenance effort in a changing system.". Each of these six optimization criteria can be mapped to one ACP quality dimension that was presented in section 3.2. We reformulate them to accord with the common literature terminology based on the addressed quality dimensions: (i) Reduce excessive UPAs, (ii) Reduce missing UPAs, (iii) Reduce redundancy, (iv) Reduce conflicts, (v) Reduce complexity and (vi) Increase grade of automation. We conducted a literature search to confirm the relevance of these six quality dimensions. Table 2 lists further publications that underline their importance for ACPs’ fitness for use. Note that this list is not exhaustive. Due to their thorough foundation in existing literature and their frequently argued importance for optimization, we selected these six optimization objectives as the basis for the literature survey.

4.2.2. Research Artifact

The analyzed publications on ACP optimization are heterogeneous not only in terms of the addressed optimization objectives, but also in terms of their contributions. We identified four types of research artifacts that are repeatedly presented to contribute to the optimization of ACPs: (i) Optimization process models analyze ACP optimization from a business perspective. They define process steps, roles and responsibilities and analyze how the technical optimization can be embedded into a changing real-world environment. (ii) Optimization algorithms define formal ways to modify

---

Table 2

Coverage of selected quality criteria in literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality criterion</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excessive UPAs</td>
<td>Fuchs et al. (2014); Hill (2006); Jaferian et al. (2014); Hummer et al. (2015); Puchta et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing UPAs</td>
<td>Benedetti and Mori (2018, 2019); Fuchs and Pernul (2010); Colantonio et al. (2012); Meier et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>Guarnieri et al. (2013); Shamoon et al. (2012); Hu et al. (2013); Mitra et al. (2016); Kunz et al. (2015b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts</td>
<td>Hounder (2010); Deng and Zhang (2017); Dia and Farkas (2012); Shamoon et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Mitra et al. (2016); Kunz et al. (2015b); Servos and Osborn (2017); Currey et al. (2020); Fuchs et al. (2014); Molloy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade of automation</td>
<td>Fuchs et al. (2014); Kunz et al. (2015a); Hu et al. (2010a); Kern and Walhorn (2005); Al-Kahtani and Sandhu (2004); Aftab et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACPs in order to improve their quality. They receive an existing ACP set (and possibly supplemental data) as input and generate an optimized ACP set as output. (iii) Optimization tools aid humans in the semi-automated optimization of ACPs. Publications with this kind of contribution present optimization tools to demonstrate how tool-supported ACP optimization can be done. (iv) ACM extensions propose ways to enhance ACMs to improve ACP quality. In the analyzed literature catalogue, this type of research artifact is only present in the form of RBAC extensions that enhance role definitions in order to provide automation. Note that we were not able to categorize the research artifact of a publication into one of these standardized categories in 5 cases.

4.2.3. Data usage

For the last criteria group, the survey literature was analyzed for the kind of data that was used to perform ACP optimization. We applied the conceptual IAM data model proposed by Kunz et al. (2019) to achieve an integrated view on the processed data. The model defines the central data entities that are processed in IAM and their relations towards one another. In addition to RBAC and ABAC, it integrates the conceptual entities defined in six central IAM technology standards and proposes a terminology that is suited to cover the integrated concepts. According to this definition, a digital identity is a representation of a human user, which can be a record of an employee that is stored and processed in a human resource management system. Within an application system, digital identities possess accounts, to which permissions are assigned. Permissions can be hierarchically nested, in which case they are inherited transitively. Parallel to the definitions within an application system, digital identities can be assigned roles (as defined by RBAC), which inherit permissions through assignment and can also be hierarchically nested. Beside that, permissions can be granted via policies, which are ABAC or XACML policies in the context of this work. Note that in our terminology, both roles and policies are ACPs. The model defines a context entity, which is a scenario that can be evaluated by a policy (for example environmental conditions in an ABAC policy). At last, the model defines an attribute entity, which expresses a property of a digital identity, an account or a permission and can be evaluated by policies.

We identified a total of five types of data that were repeatedly used for ACP optimization: The ACP set, a user-permission matrix, entity attributes, access logs and update logs. From this set, we chose the use of entity attributes, access logs and update logs as categorization criteria. Processing of the ACP set and the user-permission matrix was not analyzed since these data types are trivial: The existing ACP set is the most basic type of data and must be known in order to be optimized. It comprises the roles or ABAC policies that are in effect and are updated in the course of the optimization. A user-permission matrix (also called access control matrix or UPA set) is the most basic representation of the permission assignments that an ACP set grants (Molloy et al., 2010). It is a boolean matrix which holds a true of false value for every possible user-permission combination. A user-permission matrix is commonly visualized in the form of an access grid and is not limited to a particular ACM (Meier et al., 2013). An optimization that updates an ACP set needs to verify that it did not create inaccuracies. Since it is the most basic permission assignment information available, a user-permission matrix is commonly assumed to be available for any ACP optimization effort.

Entity attributes are properties of entities other than the optimized ACPs themselves. As defined by Kunz et al, commonly expressed entities are digital identities, accounts and permissions. Attributes are often used to give ACPs semantic meaning: Since an attribute reflects a real-world property, binding an ACP to a given attribute can bind it to...
its semantic meaning (Molloy et al., 2010). Optimization approaches that require entity attributes need to process actual value expressions of concrete entities. In contrast, a method that restructures a given XACML policy by reordering its attribute statements without processing any entity attribute values would not be classified into this category. The reliance on entity attributes is a limiting factor since their availability may be limited. Moreover, the use of entity attributes for ACP optimization means that the results are dependent on the value of said attributes at the time of the optimization, meaning that an optimization result may lose validity when the attribute values change.

Access logs express historic accesses of users to permissions. While their notations differ, access logs can be displayed as a tuple \( <S,O,A,R> \) that represents a historic access request, with \( S \) being the requesting subject, \( O \) being the requested object, \( A \) being the requested action and \( R \) the result of the request, i.e. permit or deny (Xiang et al., 2019). Note that some publications only consider successful permission invocations, thus reducing access logs to a tuple \( <S,O,A> \) of permitted access requests. Access logs provide valuable insight on the actual need of permissions and can help to identify missing or excessive permission assignments.

Update logs are the second type of historic data used for ACP optimization. Update logs contain information on past changes of IAM related entities, for example a modification of an ACP, the creation of a new user account or the change of an employee’s department affiliation. Update logs can be used to identify real-world events that provide important ACP update information (for example, the job change of an employee might require a change of his or her permissions) and can provide insight on the development of an ACP set over time. To the best or our knowledge, no scientific publication exists that defines the structure of IAM update logs.

### 4.3. Criteria-Based Analysis

#### 4.3.1. Overview

The literature survey yielded 61 publications that provide means for optimization of existing RBAC and ABAC ACPs since the year 2000. Out of these publications, 42 address the optimization of roles, 21 address the optimization of attribute-based policies, and two address both ACMs. The optimization of ACPs has been addressed continuously over the past 20 years. While the peak of interest for RBAC optimization occurred between 2007 and 2014, the topic receives steady attention to this day, underlining that role optimization remains a relevant research subject. The first analyzed ABAC optimization paper was published in 2010. The tables 3 and 4 present all analyzed publications and their categorization according to the survey criteria defined in section 4.2. Figure 3 depicts all analyzed sources ordered by their year of publication.

#### 4.3.2. Considered Optimization Scenarios

To connect ACP optimization with real-world scenarios, it is helpful to consider optimization scenarios. While various themes for optimization scenarios are possible, e.g. IAM goals (Hummer et al., 2018) or usage of popular techniques like access reviews (Groll et al., 2021), it is reasonable to take a closer look at maturity and automation as its driver. Like shown by Schrimpf et al. (2021) a driver for higher maturity is automation which requires or builds upon underlying optimization methods. In the sense of automation, ACP optimization scenarios can thus be considered as manual, semi-automated and automated.

In manual optimization, a human administrator or policy engineer updates part of an ACP set based in their individual context knowledge. Manual adjustments to an ACP set are commonly done in daily operations, e.g. to grant employees new permissions after their responsibilities changed. Another example are access reviews, where a responsible human (e.g. a department head) tries to find excessively assigned permissions manually and marks them for revocation (Jaferian et al., 2014). Due to the lack of automation, manual optimization is limited to small ACP sets or subsets of larger ACP sets. Another optimization scenario is the fully automated updating of an ACP set. In this scenario, an ACP optimization algorithm generates optimization steps for an ACP set. The resulting changes will be implemented in the underlying applications automatically. This approach has the disadvantage that an algorithm has no understanding of the semantic structure of an ACP set. As a result, the structure of the optimized ACPs may differ greatly from their original structure. In addition, fully automated methods can hardly be integrated into established change management processes, which require that changes to ACPs must be confirmed by a responsible employee. The third scenario is semi-automated optimization. Semi-automated processes try to bridge the gap between manual and automatic optimization by enabling humans with technical support to optimize a very large set of ACPs. A common example are recommendation-based optimization methods, which generate possible ACP updates automatically, and delegate them to responsible humans for decision. Updates will only become effective if the responsible human agrees to them. Semi-automated optimization can be supplemented by ACP visualization procedures and other data analysis techniques which are not optimization methods themselves. The concept of recommendation-based optimization is discussed in section 5.4.

The publications analyzed during the survey cannot always be clearly assigned to one of these scenarios. We observe that publications that propose an optimization algorithm typically assume fully automated optimization. Still, some optimization algorithms allow that the resulting change steps are delegated to humans in the form of recommendations, thus enabling them for semi-automated optimization (Han et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2010a; Rao et al., 2021; Benedetti and Mori, 2018, 2019). Publications that present an optimization tool aim to support humans in the semi-automated optimization of ACPs by definition. Of
Table 3
Categorized literature for ABAC optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Optimization Objective</th>
<th>Research Artifact</th>
<th>Data Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Excessive UPAs</td>
<td>Reduce Missing UPAs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argento et al. (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benkaouz et al. (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deng and Zhang (2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia and Farkas (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarneri et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadj et al. (2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadj et al. (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadj et al. (2018b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadj et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hein et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hounder (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummer et al. (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummer et al. (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narouei and Takabi (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oberholzer (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamoan et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepien et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Kern et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier

The publications analyzed that present a process model, all except Strembeck (2010) assume that changes to an ACP set can be generated by algorithms, but must be delegated to a human for decision before becoming effective. It is noticeable that publications that aim to embed ACP optimization into an organization’s processes largely reject fully automated optimization (except Strembeck (2010)). Publications that propose an extension of an ACM define ways to extend the structure of a role set with automation logic. However, they do not define a concrete optimization scenario in which a role set is updated to inherit this automation logic. ACM extensions are thus rather a blueprint for ACP optimization and not limited to a concrete optimization scenario.

4.3.3. Reduce Excessive & Missing UPAs

We identified nine publications that aim at identifying and rectifying inaccurate UPAs. Out of these nine publications, six address both missing and excessive permission assignments. Another two exclusively aim at excessive permission assignments and one addresses only missing permission assignments. Fuchs et al. (2014) propose a process model for RBAC optimization. Hummer et al. (2015, 2016) present a process model for both RBAC and ABAC optimization. Benedetti and Mori (2018) present both an RBAC optimization process model and a Max-SAT algorithm that uses access logs to identify missing permission assignments and adjust roles while minimizing their complexity. They expand it in a follow-up publication to address excessive permissions as well (Benedetti and Mori, 2019). Baumgrass (2011) and Zhang et al. (2013) both use access logs to identify missing or excessive UPAs and adjust roles accordingly. Argento et al. (2018) use access logs to identify excessive permission assignments and update ABAC policies. Groll et al. (2021) propose to use negative access review decisions, i.e., decisions in which a human reviewer identified excessive UPAs, to identify similar UPAs and generate revocation recommendations for them, thus amplifying the impact of manual identification of excessive permissions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only publication proposing a method that uses a data source other than access logs to identify excessive permissions automatically. Note that approaches which provide automation for RBAC updating are also relevant for this optimization objective as they aid the closely related objective of preventing UPA inaccuracies. These approaches are analyzed in section 4.3.6.

The key challenge for correcting missing or excessive UPAs is to identify them. Once found, such inaccuracies can be corrected in a fully automated manner. Throughout the literature analysis we identified three basic approaches for identifying missing or excessive permission assignments: First, manual identification requires that a human overlooks
Table 4
Categorized literature for RBAC optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Optimization Objective</th>
<th>Research Artifact</th>
<th>Data Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Excessive UPAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Missing UPAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Complexity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Redundancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduce Conflicts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Grade of Automation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimization Process Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimization Algorithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimization Tool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACM Extension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entity Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access Logs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update Logs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aftab et al. (2015)
Al-Kahtani and Sandhu (2002)
Al-Kahtani and Sandhu (2003)
Baumgrass (2011)
Benedetti and Mori (2018)
Benedetti and Mori (2019)
Chakraborty and Ray (2006)
Fuchs et al. (2014)
Gal-Oz et al. (2011)
Groll et al. (2021)
Guo et al. (2008)
Han et al. (2012)
Herzberg et al. (2000)
Hu et al. (2010a)
Hu et al. (2010b)
Hu et al. (2016)
Huang et al. (2012)
Hummer et al. (2015)
Hummer et al. (2016)
Kern and Walhorn (2005)
Lu et al. (2014)
Lu et al. (2017)
Molloy et al. (2010)
Ni et al. (2009)
Pan et al. (2018)
Pang et al. (2007)
Pang et al. (2008)
Parkinson et al. (2020)
Rao et al. (2021)
Saffarian et al. (2009)
Shafiq et al. (2012)
Sheng and Osborn (2004)
Strembeck (2005)
Strembeck (2010)
Takabi et al. (2007)
Takabi and Joshi (2010)
Vaidya et al. (2008)
Xia et al. (2014)
Yi-qun et al. (2007)
Zhang et al. (2007)
Zhang et al. (2013)
Zhong et al. (2011)

an ACP set and tries to find assignments which he or she knows to be inaccurate. This task is commonly executed in the form of access reviews, which are the de-facto standard process for this task and mandated by central regulation frameworks. Second, usage-based approaches analyze access logs for information on historic permission invocations and can thus be used to determine the set of actually needed UPAs. Third, update history based approaches analyze historic updates of the ACP set to identify missing or excessive permission assignments. The advantages and data requirements of these basic concepts are discussed in section 5.1.

4.3.4. Reduce Complexity
The survey yielded ten publications that aim to reduce the complexity of an RBAC state and five publications...
that aim to simplify an ABAC state. Out of the RBAC related publications, Fuchs et al. (2014) are the only one that addresses the problem exclusively at the process level. They propose a process model for the optimization of roles regarding accuracy and complexity. Benedetti and Mori (2018, 2019) define an RBAC maintenance process model and an algorithm that optimizes the complexity of an RBAC state. Xia et al. (2014) define the Role Refinement Problem and provide an algorithmic analysis, but also define process-level requirements for role refinement. The remaining six RBAC-related publications address complexity optimization strictly on a technical or algorithmic perspective. Takabi and Joshi (2010), Pan et al. (2018) and Benedetti and Mori (2018, 2019) aim to minimize the amount of updates required to perform the generated optimizations. Molloy et al. (2010) use user attributes to increase the semantic meaning of the roles that are either mined or maintained in their approach. They also argue for the use of access logs and update logs, but do not use them themselves. Pan et al. (2018) use access logs to calculate the usage of roles, which they use to determine its relevance as one indicator of its quality. The five ABAC-related publications propose algorithms to reduce the complexity (Oberholzer, 2011; Benkaouz et al., 2016; Narouei and Takabi, 2019) or both complexity and redundancy (Stepien et al., 2012; Hadj et al., 2017) of an existing ABAC state. Hadj et al. (2017) and Narouei and Takabi (2019) calculate the similarity of input and output state to minimize the required updates. Narouei and Takabi (2019) require user and permission attributes for the refinement of an ABAC policy set. Altogether, ACP optimization for complexity requires no data other than the ACP set and the user-permission matrix since it is a mere algorithmic problem that can be solved without semantic knowledge. As long as the resulting UPAs remain unchanged, the ACP set can be rearranged for a lower complexity in a fully automated manner. However, context knowledge (for example provided by access logs) can provide further inside on the meaning of ACP and benefit the optimization efforts.

4.3.5. Reduce Redundancy

We identified 14 publications that propose methods for reducing redundancy in existing roles or attribute-based policies. Strembeck (2005) define a high-level maintenance process for roles that aims at reducing redundancy. Strembeck (2010) present a role engineering tool that supports humans in finding and removing redundant role-permission assignments. The remaining twelve publications propose algorithms for the reduction of redundancy in roles or XACML policies. We observe that optimization methodologies often consider redundancy reduction a secondary optimization, as four of the analyzed publications aim to reduce complexity and five rectify conflicts as their primary objective. While the reduction of redundancy is a non-trivial algorithmic problem, it can be addressed very well with algorithms since solving it at core requires no data other than the optimized ACP set and its UPA set. Consequently, most of the analyzed approaches use no further data. However, Molloy et al. (2010) use entity attributes to mine new and optimize existing roles with redundancy as one optimization objective. Strembeck (2005, 2010) propose the use of context constraints during role optimization and define a process for engineering it, using access logs and update logs as data sources.

4.3.6. Reduce Conflicts

A large research area aims at the resolution of ACP conflicts. However, most of these publications propose methods to generate a permit or deny decision during the evaluation of ACPs despite the existence of a conflict. They do not modify the underlying ACPs to correct the error and hence to not fit into the scope of this survey. Altogether, we identified 14 publications that propose methods for the reduction of ACP conflicts. Cheng et al. (2019) define a methodology for removing inconsistencies (which include conflicts) in rule-based ACPs such as ABAC policies. Despite their method being named “removing process”, we chose not to categorize it as a process model as it is a technical methodology that is closer to defining an algorithm than a (business) process model. The remaining 13 publications define conflict reduction algorithms. Both Pang et al. (2007) and Shafiq et al. (2012) propose graph optimization algorithms to remove constraint conflicts on an RBAC state. The remaining eleven publications propose algorithms for the reduction of rule conflicts in an XACML policy set.

A crucial challenge with direct impact to the ACP quality is to decide whether a given conflict should be converted into a permit or deny decision before updating the ACP set accordingly. A wrong correction decision would still remove a conflict in the ACP set, but lead to a UPA inaccuracy in return. The analyzed literature offers different approaches to make this decision. Hu et al. (2011, 2012) and Deng and Zhang (2017) embed existing conflict resolution strategies in their approach. Hu et al. (2013) refine the previously proposed approach to apply conflict resolution strategies for individual segments of an ACP set, and apply removability constraints to individual ACPs in order to achieve a more fine-grained correction decision. Both Dia and Farkas (2012) and Hadj et al. (2018b) extend ACPs with scope constraints to support the correction decision. Dia and Farkas (2012) also generate recommendations for decisions on conflict removal which can be delegated to responsible entity owners if the correction algorithm generated a non-mandatory update. Hein et al. (2011) generate update logs that track the changes to an ACP and use these in order to support administrators and allow them to restore a previous state which is known to be correct. Shafiq et al. (2012) apply priorities to role constraints and evaluate these during the conflict correction. At last, Hounder (2010) defines algorithms to aid human policy administrators in conflict correction, thus proposing a semi-automation of conflict correction which can incorporate the semantic knowledge of a human in the resolution decision.

We observed that conflict correction research primarily focuses on attribute-based policies with only two publications for role conflict correction yielded by the survey. We
explain this by the fact that attribute-based ACPs are prone to conflicts since they define both positive and negative authorizations by default. Roles themselves in contrast define only positive authorizations and can only be conflicted if used with constraints (Ahn and Sandhu, 2000). Nevertheless, role constraints are crucial part of role-based access control and are required to express role restrictions for fundamental process-level requirements such SoD policies. The current state of research on RBAC conflict correction does not reflect this.

4.3.7. Increase Grade of Automation

Since ABAC is dynamic by nature, providing automation is only relevant for RBAC in the scope of the survey. Out of 22 publications that provide means for RBAC automation, we group 16 publications into three classes: Rule-based automation, learning-based automation and trust-based automation.

Rule-based automation extends roles with rules which evaluate attributes to automatically update employee-role assignments (Al-Kahtani and Sandhu, 2002; Kern and Wallhorn, 2005; Yi-qun et al., 2007; Han et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Aftab et al., 2015), role-permission assignments (Han et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Aftab et al., 2015; Parkinson et al., 2020) or role hierarchy assignments (Al-Kahtani and Sandhu, 2003). They can hence be interpreted as hybrids of RBAC and ABAC. Since attributes can reflect a real-world property with semantic meaning, attribute-based role automation can help to improve the semantic meaningfulness of roles. A single rule can cover a multitude of role model updates and can hence greatly reduce administrative effort for a role set. Nevertheless, automation rules can outdated over time and need to be maintained together with the role set.

Learning-based automation approaches use existing entitlement information as input to find valid role updates. Sheng and Osborn (2004) use entity attributes to generate employee-role updates and Ni et al. (2009) use entity attributes to generate role-permission updates. Rao et al. (2021) utilize access logs to automatize employee role assignment. Learning-based automation works without static rules and hence does not necessarily require manual definitions. Unlike rule-based automation, learning-based automation may react to changes that the role engineers did not consider when modelling the role set. However, learning-based automation requires learning data as input, and the quality of its updates is limited by the quality of the input data. As a result, we argue that learning-based optimization might be better suited to maintain a role set with an already high quality, than to optimize a role set with low quality from scratch.

Trust-based automation assigns roles to users based on the users’ trustworthiness (Herzberg et al., 2000; Zong et al., 2011; Chakraborty and Ray, 2006; Takabi et al., 2007; Saffarian et al., 2009). Trust-based approaches differ from the two previously presented ones as they do not assign roles based on the tasks that a user has to perform (as required by the principle of least privilege), but try to assess a set of maximum permissible permissions. This is typically done by calculating trust scores for users and defining minimum trust scores that a user needs to have in order to be granted certain roles or permissions. Trust-based automation approaches are designed for open environments where the users are not completely known (for example collaborative platforms like Wikis). They are not designed for classical inhouse identity management environments where employees with a defined task range are managed (cmp. Fuchs and Pernul (2007); Fuchs et al. (2009)), but aim to mitigate risk when little user information is available.

We identified another six publications that provide means for automatic role updating, but do not try to identify possible updates themselves: Hu et al. (2010b) generate migration paths to automatize the implementation of role model updates in application systems. Hu et al. (2010a) define a tool and a process which aid the automatic updating of role-permission assignments by checking whether an update is achievable with a given set of constraints. Lu et al. (2014) and Hu et al. (2016) evaluate role updating algorithmically to determine the complexity of automatic checking for role-permission and role-role assignments. Lu et al. (2017) propose a role generalization algorithm that aims to optimize roles for automatic assignment via user authentication queries. Vaidya et al. (2008) aim to enable role mining algorithms for optimization of an existing role set by generating a state that is as similar as possible to an existing role set and an optimal one.

Altogether, we conclude that RBAC automation is thoroughly covered by research. It can help to reduce administrative effort and maintain a high role model quality. However, it does not make role maintenance obsolete, since all types of automation have limitations and cannot be expected to react to all future changes adequately. Beside a limited scope, RBAC automation configurations themselves can be erroneous or outdated over time just like a classical role set.

5. Discussion

Building on the results of the literature survey, this chapter discusses important aspects of ACP optimization. In doing so, we analyze several concepts that are repeatedly addressed in the survey literature and play a critical role in the optimization of ACPs. Since the identification of UPA inaccuracies is the most critical challenge in correcting excessive and missing UPAs, we work out three prototypical approaches commonly found in the literature and discuss their advantages and limitations as well as their data requirements in section 5.1. We then examine the availability of the three types of data that were included in the literature analysis in section 5.2. Subsequently we discuss the concepts of minimal perturbation and of recommendation-based optimization in sections 5.3 and 5.4. At last the limitations of this work are discussed in section 5.5.
5.1. Identification of UPA Inaccuracies

Finding inaccurate UPAs is the key challenge when optimizing ACPs for accuracy. If the complete set of required UPAs is known, an ACP set can be optimized for perfect accuracy in a fully automated manner. However, such a set does not usually exist in an explicit form, and finding out which permissions any subject should be granted in accordance with an organization’s security policy is difficult and time-consuming. ACP accuracy optimization methods hence face the primary challenge to identify as many inaccuracies as possible in order to be able to correct them. During the literature analysis we identified three prototypical approaches to identify UPA inaccuracies, which we present and discuss below.

5.1.1. Manual Identification

Manual identification primarily concerns excessive UPAs, because manual identification of missing UPAs can simply be initiated by the affected users, for example by ordering a missing permission in a structured process through an IAM entitlement shop (Hornsteiner et al., 2020). The most obvious approach to identify excessive UPAs is to have a human who knows an organization’s security policy check the effective UPAs and search for inaccuracies. A process that works by this scheme is known by the name of Access Reviews. Access Reviews are a standard IAM process that is executed periodically and aims to identify and rectify excessive UPAs (and sometimes other data inaccuracies like inaccurate attribute values) (Jaferian et al., 2014). Their execution is strongly driven by external requirements raised by compliance frameworks or IT security standards (Fuchs and Pernul, 2007; Royer, 2008). During an Access Review, a responsible human reviews a list of entitlement assignments for the users, ACPs or permissions within their responsibility, and decides whether they are still necessary. Based on this decision, the reviewer will either confirm an assignment’s correctness, or refuse to confirm it, in which case the assigned permissions will be revoked. Access Reviews are a central measure to prevent the accumulation of excessive permissions (Jaferian et al., 2014). However, they are error-prone and tend to overlook and confirm excessive UPAs due to a number of structural challenges (Groll et al., 2021). In particular, the sheer amount of data that has to be processed during Access Reviews can be overwhelming, and the decision whether a user requires a particular permission is difficult to make. In case of uncertainty, Access Review decisions are biased towards confirming an existing assignment for a number of reasons: (i) Since an existing UPA likely has been subject to an approval process before becoming effective, a reviewer has reason to believe that an existing assignment has a legitimate reason. (ii) If a reviewer makes a false decision, only a false revocation of an existing UPA would have an immediate consequence, because an employee would no longer be able to execute a certain task as a result. In contrast, an erroneous confirmation of an already granted UPA is unlikely to have an immediate effect as long as the resulting security vulnerability is not abused for malicious action. (iii) For the same reason, the visibility of an erroneous revocation within an organization is higher than the visibility of an erroneous confirmation, which adds a social incentive for reviewers to simply confirm existing UPAs as to avoid visible errors. As a result, the effectivity of Access Reviews is limited. While some research effort tries to aid users in the effective execution of Access Reviews (Jaferian et al., 2014; Bobba et al., 2005), to the best of our knowledge only one approach was proposed that aims to measure the quality of Access Review decisions in order to identify erroneous UPA confirmations automatically (Groll et al., 2021). Despite the importance of Access Reviews and the difficulties practitioners face in implementing them, the tasks of aiding companies and users in the execution of Access Reviews and measuring their effectively were scarcely addressed by research.

5.1.2. Usage Based Identification

Usage based identification of UPA inaccuracies evaluates historic permission invocations to determine which permissions a particular user actually needed in the past. It is hence directly related to the principle of least privilege, which states that any user should not inherit more permission than necessary to perform his or her tasks. Several ACP optimization approaches use access logs for usage based identification of UPA inaccuracies (cmp. section 4.3.3). If access logs are available, excessively assigned permissions can be found relatively easy by comparing historic permission usages with the actually granted permissions of an ACP set. Any permissions that are granted for a user, but were not used within a specified time frame (e.g. over the last year) can be interpreted as excessively assigned and are hence candidates for removal. This approach is well suited to detect large quantities of excessively assigned permissions that were overlooked during UPA maintenance. However, it can struggle to distinguish excessive UPAs from accurate, but rarely used ones (e.g. a yearly creation of a report). Moreover, this approach can only identify excessive UPAs as long as they are not used (possibly even with malicious intent).

If access logs do not only include historic permission invocations, but also access requests which have been denied, they can be used to identify missing UPAs: If a permission invocation is often requested and denied, this can be an indicator that the permission is handled too restrictively. However, the identification of missing UPAs leaves more room for interpretation than the identification of excessive UPAs and requires finding a balance between business continuity considerations and security considerations. We hence argue that the paramount value of access logs lies in identifying excessive UPAs. Especially UPA accumulation, i.e. the accumulation of permission assignments that were once granted but are no longer required by a user (for example because the user’s responsibilities have changed since the permission assignment) is a major problem that can be addressed very well with the described approach. However,
usage based correction is limited by the availability of access logs, which is discussed in section 5.2.

### 5.1.3. Update History Based Identification

The use of update histories for the optimization of ACP accuracy was proposed by several authors. Some also provided examples how update histories could be used for this cause. Fuchs et al. (2014) cite the update history of a role model as an important source of context information for optimizing a role model. However, they only consider it for manual evaluation by human role engineers. Strembeck (2010) names trace management as necessary requirement for maintaining complex models, but does not go into the details of ACP maintenance in this regard. Hein et al. (2011) propose an algorithm to generate update logs that track the changes made to an ACP set and use them to enable administrators to perform a rollback operation and restore previous states. Mitra et al. (2016) propose to use update logs to identify roles which decayed over time in order to select candidates for maintenance. While the authors do not elaborate on this, using historical data to assess timeliness is common practice in other areas of data quality research (Heinrich and Klier, 2009). Molloy et al. (2010) name the event pattern of a user losing several permissions, followed by being assigned several permissions within a short time frame as an indicator for a job change event and argue that such events provide valuable context information for the creation of high-quality roles. While not explicitly naming it as a role optimization use case, they also stress that the creation of high-quality roles is not a once-and-for-all effort, but must be succeeded by continuous role optimization efforts. They provide further examples for meaningful events within a role model’s update history, arguing that permissions which are often assigned or unassigned together are likely related to the same real-world context, thus providing an example of using update logs to determine the semantic meaning of permissions. Molloy et al. (2010) also argue that historic update information provides evidence on legacy permissions which should be removed from the role model. To the best of our knowledge, no methods were proposed that use update logs for the correction of missing or excessive UPAs. However, Groll et al. (2021) propose an approach to find erroneous Access Review decisions (i.e. decisions where an excessive permission assignment was falsely confirmed) automatically. The proposed approach, which uses revocation decisions from the analyzed Access Review as input, performs learning-based outlier detection to find other Access Review decisions which are likely to be over-permissive. Although the method does not explicitly use historic update information, it can be abstracted as an analysis of UPA unassignment events, which could also be taken from update logs instead of Access Review decisions. Altogether we conclude that ACP update histories are a promising source of context information for identifying excessive or missing UPAs. To this day, existing research has made few attempts to make use of this information source.

### 5.2. Data Availability

To highlight the limitations resulting from the data requirements of the analyzed ACP optimization approaches, we will discuss the availability of the investigated data types. As defined in in section 4.2 we assume the conceptual IAM model of Kunz et al. (2019) for an integrated view on the processed data. The three classes of data for which we analyzed the survey literature catalogue are entity attributes, access logs and update logs. First of all, the use of all of these data sources requires an integrated view on the processed IAM data. This requirement is not trivial since an identity management infrastructure comprises a wide range of heterogeneous data sources. These data sources may either provide a centralized data view (e.g. a human resource system that stores the employee data for the entire organization or a directory system that serves as a centralized user account and permission data storage) or exist as numerous decentralized data sources that have different data schemes and data storages (e.g. application systems that manage individual user accounts and permissions for their own application context) (Fuchs and Pernul, 2007). While having an integrated data view on the identity management infrastructure is a common prerequisite for IAM measures, the creation of such a view requires significant effort and should therefore not be neglected (Fuchs et al., 2009).

#### 5.2.1. Availability of Attributes

Attributes are properties of entities within the IAM data view other than the ACPs themselves. If an integrated view of the related entities exists, entity attributes are from a technical point of view easily obtainable. Due to the sensitivity of personal data however, the processing of attributes of digital identities may be restricted. While this means that sensitive attributes (like an employee’s loan details or sick leave history) might not be available for ACP optimization, it should not prevent attributes of digital identities from being processed altogether, as many central business-related attributes (such as departmental affiliation and job title) do not fall into this category.

#### 5.2.2. Availability of Access Logs

The availability of access logs is more complex. The OASIS XACML reference architecture presumes that authorization requests are sent to a central access control mechanism with a Policy Decision Point (PDP) at its core. If this is the case, access requests (both granted and denied ones) can be logged completely. However, we argue that this is a prototypical architecture which comes with several challenges: (i) Creating a central access control mechanism requires that all applications which are subject to IAM efforts delegate their authorization decisions to a PDP. This requires significant integration effort, which may not be economically feasible. (ii) The central evaluation of access requests requires, that every authorized action of a user within an application (which may in case of highly configurable systems come down to every single click on a button) be sent to the PDP, evaluated and answered in real-time before the user action is...
executed. Since this has to happen during the run time of the application with negligible time delay, this requires a highly traffic resistant, performant and available IT infrastructure and almost immediate access request evaluation on the PDP side, again implying efforts that may very well exceed the benefits of centralizing authorization decisions. (iii) This approach requires that all applications which are subject to IAM are technically able to delegate every authorization decision to a PDP, which is currently not the standard.

The alternative approach to obtain access logs is by decentralized logging within the applications where the permission invocations occur. The decentralized logs must then be collected and integrated in a central log stream. While the decentralized approach does not require real-time decision delegation, it also requires high integration effort and is limited by the ability of all managed applications to log permission invocations: Although several industry software solutions do provide access logs or access statistics, this is not a primary use case for many software products and hence not the standard.

Beside technical and economical limitations, access logs contain particularly sensitive personal data as they enable work monitoring, and their use may be restricted due to requirements of the legislator or employee representatives. This problem is also known in other fields which monitor IT infrastructure for security, for example in the context of Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) (Menges et al., 2021). Due to the sensitivity of the processed data, it may be necessary to limit surveillance to the most critical areas, for example, users with a particularly high number of privileges (like administrators) or critical applications (like a banking system). Overall, we conclude that access logs are difficult to develop as a data source. In addition to significant technical hurdles, the economic viability of monitoring activities across the board is not always given. Moreover, ethical and legal hurdles must be considered. For these reasons, we argue that the availability of access logs that include all user accounts and permissions from all the applications in the scope of an organization’s IAM cannot be assumed to be standard. Approaches that rely on the availability of access logs for optimization of ACPs may have limited applicability in practice.

5.3. Minimal Perturbation

The concept of minimal perturbation aims to optimize ACPs with as few changes as possible (Vaidya et al., 2008). ACP optimization algorithms often address this goal by defining maximal similarity to the original state as a secondary optimization objective. The ability to optimize ACPs with few changes is an important factor that can determine the practicality of an optimization method for two reasons: (i) The fewer changes needed to achieve quality improvement, the lower the administrative effort required to implement those changes. Since many organizations are mandated to execute approval processes for changes to the ACP set, an ACP update often requires the interaction of humans (e.g. a role owner or employee owner) before it can be enforced. Moreover, since access control is often enforced decentralized within the application systems managed in an identity management infrastructure, changes to the ACP set have to be provisioned into the related application systems in order to take effect. Minimizing the perturbation hence improves the economic viability of ACP optimization. (ii) The fewer changes needed to achieve quality improvement, the higher the degree to which an ACP set remains structurally intact. ACPs are typically modeled to reflect semantic concepts. This goes from single policies reflecting simple statements (like "any employee of this organization may access the WiFi hot-spot") up the whole ACP set, which can be designed, for example, to reflect the organizational structure of a company (Fuchs and Pernul, 2008; Xu, 2014). Furthermore, ACPs incorporate (often informal) contextual knowledge that may only be known to human policy engineers. By largely preserving the structure of an ACP set after its initial creation, the semantic meaning of the ACPs and the contextual knowledge that has gone into them are also preserved, which is beneficial for the quality of the resulting ACP set and prevents it from becoming unrecognizable after repeated execution of optimization methods. Since minimal perturbation can be critical for the practical viability of an optimization method, we argue that it is not adequately addressed by existing research: Out of 38 publications in the literature survey catalogue that propose an algorithm for ACP optimization, only 10 consider minimal perturbation when defining their optimization objectives (Benedetti and Mori, 2018, 2019; Hadj et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2010a; Pan et al., 2018; Narouei and Takabi, 2019; Rao et al., 2021; Takabi and Joshi, 2010; Vaidya et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013).

Footnotes:
5.4. Recommendation-Based Optimization

In this section, we discuss the concept of recommendation-based optimization. Recommendation-based optimization means that ACP update steps produced by an optimization method are not applied directly to the underlying ACP set, but bundled into optimization recommendations. An optimization recommendation represents one or more changes to the ACP set and can be delegated for decision to responsible human decision makers. Only when the decision maker agrees to the optimization, the associated update steps are applied to the ACPs set. If no manual decision is required, an optimization recommendation can alternatively also be executed automatically.

The use of recommendations addresses business-related constraints that can be crucial for the practical applicability of an optimization method: (i) Approval processes often require that changes to the policy set be approved by a responsible subject (like a department head, an application owner or policy owner) before being implemented. By bundling optimization decisions into human-decidable steps, organizations can use (semi-)automated optimization methods while remaining compliant. (ii) Business constraints may exist (like regulatory requirements or practical hurdles) that prohibit some changes in the policy set, but are unknown to optimization algorithms. Moreover, automatic optimization methods struggle to understand the semantic structure and context meaning of an ACP set. As a result, updates may be proposed that are technically valid, but make little sense in the real world. With recommendations, a human decider can serve as a quality gate for optimization steps and prevent changes that are problematic or forbidden. Since domain experts are likely to have specific context knowledge, including them into the optimization process can improve the effectiveness of the optimization altogether. We argue that recommendation-based ACP optimization constitutes a hybrid model of fully-automated and manual optimization. In the closely related domains of RBAC and ABAC policy modelling, which face the closely related challenge to automate the creation of semantically meaningful ACPs with high quality, hybrid approaches have also been proposed and gained broad acceptance (Fuchs and Pernul, 2008; Das et al., 2018).

A number of optimization methods analyzed in the survey rely on recommendations. Fuchs et al. (2014) propose a process model for RBAC optimization that includes a mechanism for generating new role extensions (i.e. new assignments of roles to employees, permissions or other roles). They define that every role extension is delegated to a role owner for decision. Hummer et al. (2015, 2016) propose a process model for the optimization of RBAC or ABAC ACPs based on usage patterns. Similar to Fuchs et al., they define that every optimization step is processed via a recommendation mechanism. Benedetti and Mori (2018) define an RBAC maintenance process that identifies missing role-permission assignments algorithmically. In Benedetti and Mori (2019), this process is extended to also find excessive permission assignments. They stress that the found "violations" must be presented to a security administrator who may confirm or reject them before they are processed to generate RBAC model updates. This approach differs from the previous recommendation-based optimization approaches as the recommendation mechanism is active in a preliminary stage of the optimization process, not at the end of it. Groll et al. (2021) define a methodology that analyzes confirmation decisions of access reviews to find possible errors. The results are then delegated to a human policy analyst for inspection. If the analyst confirms the error, the underlying UPA is revoked, which means that every found possible error is equivalent to a recommendation to revoke the underlying UPA. Baumgrass (2011) propose a process-centric methodology for refining existing RBAC states. They use event logs to derive RBAC artifacts (i.e. components of a role model like employee-role, role-role or role-permission assignments) to extend a role set. The authors stress that these artifacts are merely update candidates and must be integrated into the role model manually by a human decider, e.g. with the help of a role engineering tool. Hu et al. (2010) present a tool which generates update steps that migrate an ACP set into a target state. Their tool can recommend different migration paths to a human, who has to decide which (if any) of them might be suitable. Rao et al. (2021), Han et al. (2012) and Chakraborty and Ray (2006) propose RBAC extensions which generate recommendations for updating user-role assignments. While Rao et al. (2021) and Han et al. (2012), propose rule-based approaches, Chakraborty and Ray (2006) propose to recommend user-role-assignments on the basis of users’ trustworthiness.

It is noticeable that especially those publications that take a process perspective in optimizing ACPs require that optimizations are recommended to human deciders before they are implemented. Publications that propose algorithms for optimization often leave this requirement out. As a result, many optimization methods are not applicable for recommendation-based optimization. In order to be used for recommendation-based optimization, an optimization method must fulfill three requirements: (i) An optimization method needs to create individually decidable ACP update steps. This means that it must be possible to discard one step without having to discard the remaining ones. (ii) The decidable update steps must be small enough to be meaningfully decidable by a single decider. (iii) The decidable update steps must be human-understandable. The requirements (ii) and (iii) indicate that small update steps are preferable to large ones. Furthermore, it is helpful if the optimization method has a concept of the semantic structure of the ACP set. For example, ACPs that affect specific application systems can be treated and recommended in a bundle that is delegated to the respective system owner for decision. These requirements show that not every optimization algorithm can be reasonably adapted for recommendation-based optimization: For example, the output of a graph optimization algorithm that takes a role set as input and generates a single optimized role set cannot easily be converted into recommendations, since the decider would have to accept or
reject the entire optimized role set. Otherwise, if only one included update step were rejected, the remaining optimization would be incomplete and the resulting role set would likely be erroneous. In a real-world business environment with requirements for business continuity, change management processes and regulatory requirements, the ability to embed ACP optimization steps into the existing process landscape is a crucial factory for the practical applicability of an optimization method.

5.5. Limitations of this Work

The content of this study is limited by the selection of ACP quality and optimization criteria. The 16 quality criteria presented in section 3.2 provide a broad overview of the quality consideration of ACPs in the scientific IAM literature. Nevertheless, we do not claim completeness, as a representative summary would require a structured, reproducible literature survey. Moreover, the research scope of the literature survey is limited by the six selected optimization objectives defined in section 4.2.1. To ensure the relevance of the chosen criteria, we adopted the six optimization criteria developed by Beckerle and Martucci (2013) and confirmed them as central to ACPs' fitness for use in further literature research. Nevertheless, this represents a preselection that influences the literature unearthed in the survey and the findings based on it.

The literature research process of the survey also represents a possible limitation: We found that many publications use proprietary terminology, or aim at specific problems that are semantically equivalent to ACP maintenance or optimization, but not formulated as such (for example "ACP anomaly resolution"). The heterogeneity of the literature poses a challenge to structured literature research. Although we have adhered to the methodology presented in section 4.1, we cannot rule out with certainty that we have overlooked literature that fits the scope of the survey.

Due to its broad scope, this work cannot provide a detailed comparative evaluation of the various approaches that researchers proposed for optimization of ACPs. The analyzed publications differ in terms of their contributed research artifact, their grade of automation, and their optimization objective. It is difficult to compare a process model for ACP optimization with an algorithm for ACP optimization, or to compare an algorithm for reducing redundancies with an algorithm for correcting conflicts. We tried to address this challenge by formulating a generalized problem description, and by formulating analysis criteria are applicable among the heterogeneous literature base. Moreover, this work does not evaluate the analyzed approaches for their effectiveness or correctness, since a formal evaluation of the analyzed publications would have exceeded its scope.

Furthermore, the quality of ACPs is not well developed scientifically. While existing research proposes numerous proprietary definitions of good ACPs, there are few publications that address the topic holistically. The six optimization objectives on which the survey is based are well documented in the literature. Other quality-related ACP properties that are presented in section 3.2 are cited less frequently. Further groundwork on ACP quality is desirable.

6. Conclusion

This work studied the optimization of ACPs with the following contributions: (i) We show that the quality of ACPs constitutes an instance of the data quality concept as defined by Wand and Wang (1996) and provide a definition of ACP quality based on it. We give a broad overview of ACP quality as perceived in the IAM literature and provide a definition of ACP optimization. (ii) We present a structured literature survey that categorizes and analyzes existing methods for ACP optimization. We point out that the reduction of excessive and missing UPAs comes with the paramount challenge of identifying these inaccuracies. Once found, such inaccuracies can be corrected in a fully automated manner. Since identifying UPA inaccuracies relies heavily on context data, the availability of such data is a bottleneck. The reduction of complexity and redundancy in contrast are algorithmic problems which can be solved without any data other than the existing ACP set and its user-permission matrix. Approaches for conflict correction face the challenge of deciding whether to resolve a conflict by granting or permitting a particular UPA, and existing literature offers many strategies to address it. The issue of providing automation for role updating is thoroughly covered. Many approaches can be categorized into one of three classes: Rule-based automation, learning-based automation and trust-based automation. (iii) Building on the structured survey, we analyze important aspects of ACP optimization in more detail. In particular, we discuss three basic concepts for identifying UPA inaccuracies and their advantages and limitations. We analyze three prototypical types of data on which ACP optimization methods commonly rely and discuss their availability: While many ACP optimization methods require the existence of access logs, we point out that their availability may be limited in practice. Update logs, on the other hand, have not yet been precisely defined by researchers or incorporated into optimization methods. However, many authors emphasize their value as a possible source of information in optimizing ACPs. Furthermore, we analyze the concepts of minimal perturbation and recommendation-based optimization and argue their relevance for ACP optimization. Although both concepts are known to the research community, we point out that most optimization methods do not take them into account.

Future work has several starting points to contribute to the optimization of ACPs. (i) The quality of ACPs is often addressed in research, but it lacks theoretical foundations. There is no comprehensive literature survey that compiles existing ACP quality dimensions in a structured and reproducible process (with the exception of the quality criteria works named in section 3.2). Also, the correlations of quality dimensions, i.e. which dimension influences another positively, negatively or not at all, are not comprehensively studied. Furthermore, there is no model that analyzes which
ACP quality dimensions are subordinate or superordinate to others: For example, accuracy or maintainability seem to be aggregated dimensions that are based on different properties of ACPs. A structured overview, e.g. in the form of a taxonomy, could provide clarity here and help standardize terminology in IAM research. (ii) Update logs are hardly developed as a data source. While especially the identification of UPA inaccuracies urgently needs other data sources than access logs, there is no definition of how update logs are structured or can be obtained in an IAM infrastructure. This groundwork could be used to develop methods for the (semi-)automated identification of UPA accuracies, which could be used to improve security and business continuity in organizations. (iii) While purely algorithmic or purely process-related optimization methods have been proposed by research, there is a lack of publications describing how algorithmic optimization can be embedded in existing process landscapes. Methodologies that implement optimization procedures, e.g. with tool support, could help to close this gap. Furthermore, practical reports or case studies would be a valuable aid for researchers trying to align theoretical ACP optimization methods with real-world needs. An analysis of the extent to which fully or semi-automated optimization is applicable in practical scenarios would also be helpful. (iv) Finally, there is very little research on access reviews: Although numerous organizations need to invest significant effort into the execution of access reviews on a regular basis, little research effort has been made to improve their limited effectiveness.

The optimization of ACPs is a relevant and ongoing research topic, and practitioners are left with major challenges that are yet to be solved. Existing research differs greatly in scope and terminology, which indicates that the research topic has yet to gain maturity. We hope to contribute to its standardization with this work.
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